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Prevodi.bg Ltd is a licensed Bulgarian translation agency that has concentrated all its 
attention and efforts on the translations and strives to offer the best Bulgarian 
translation service to its clients. 

Having selected Projetex as its translation project management system in 2009, 
Prevodi.bg soon found it essential in providing high quality. Aiming to constantly perfect 
its quality assurance processes, Prevodi.bg was then undergoing the EN15038 
certification. The integration of Projetex during that period was very helpful as Projetex 
proved to be 100% EN15038 compatible. 

When quality is at stake, Prevodi.bg won’t risk missing a step in the quality assurance 
process, and Projetex assists during any of them: 

 

Prevodi.bg excels the rest of the translation agencies in the short terms – up to 25 000 
words in 24 h. With such terms there is no time to lose – and that is where Projetex time 
saving possibilities come in. This highly effective translation project management tool 
saves Prevodi.bg about 50 % time for administration of the translation workflow.  
 
Prevodi.bg is a constantly developing company with 3 offices in Bulgaria (in Sofia, Varna 
and Dobrich). Projetex enables the simultaneous access to the same projects from any 
office workstation, preventing the misunderstandings among offices and staff and the 
loss of data. 



 

 

There are 5 Project Managers working at Prevodi.bg, all experienced professionals. With 
Projetex it is easier to allocate the team responsibilities more accurately. Since the 
Prevodi.bg successful employment of the program in 2009, Projetex has reduced the 
company costs for staff with about 20 %. 

Prevodi.bg experienced specialists optimize their everyday workflow, using all of the 
functions of Projetex. “Our PMs are the happiest people in our company since we have 
integrated Projetex. My partner and I also like this product because of the control 
functions - we manage and control much easier the end quality of our services and our 
business at all.”- says Pavel Nikolov, the Manager of Prevodi.bg. 
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